How to launch
an inbound
marketing
campaign.
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1.0 Introduction

Content marketing
produces 3x more
leads per dollar.
(Kapost)

WHAT IS I N B OU N D MAR KETI NG?

By downloading this guide, you’ve taken the first
step to increasing traffic, leads and customers to
your website. Here, we’ll guide you through the
steps to building an effective inbound marketing
campaign.
Inbound leader Hubspot defines it as “a holistic,
data-driven approach to marketing that attracts
individuals to your brand and converts them to
customers.”

Inbound campaigns allow you to:
·· Generate new traffic, leads and
customers
·· Grow existing customer
relationships
·· Launch a new product or
service
·· Establish authority on a
particular subject
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What that means is that inbound marketing is driven
by content. By providing valuable and shareable
content, you can attract the attention of prospects—making them come to you versus the other
way around.
Let’s get started with setting up your
inbound campaign.
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2.0 Goal setting and target audience

WH E R E DO YOU START? G OAL SETTI NG.

Some helpful questions to ask yourself
when crafting your
goals include:

To keep your campaign focused, start off by
defining SMART goals and target audiences.

·· What has been your
focus in the past?

Whether your goal is to increase traffic, drive
leads, win customers or all of the above, follow the
SMART goal framework. A SMART goal stands for:

·· What are you currently spending
most of your time
on—visits, contacts
or customers?
·· What resources do
you have available
to execute this
campaign? (Time,
colleagues, etc.)

Specific
Does your goal clearly communicate why it is
important, who is involved, where the action is going
to happen and what constraints are in place?
Measurable
What concrete data will you use to measure
progress?
Attainable
Is your goal realistic and achievable?
Relevant
Does your goal address a core business initiative?
Timely
When do you want to achieve this goal?
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2.1 Goal setting and target audience

Use this SMART goal framework to help you get started:
WHAT M ETR ICS SHOU LD YOU USE?

Depending on the goals you are looking to achieve,
focusing on one of the specific metrics below will
give you the clearest path.
Visits
You have launched a new website or your current
website does not get enough traffic.

Goal

·· Increase
·· Secure
·· Close

··
··
··
··
··

Amount

Visit
Customers
Leads
Contacts
Subscribers

by

Examples of SMART goals with common metrics:

You are satisfied with the amount traffic coming to
your site but are falling short on leads for sales.

·· Increase website visits by
25% in 12 months.

You are getting a good amount of traffic and visitors are converting on forms; however, leads aren’t
converting.

When

·· Percentage
·· Number

Contacts

Customers
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Action

·· Secure 100 qualified
leads in 12 months.

by

·· Date
·· X months
·· X weeks

·· Close 10 $50,000+ deals
in 12 months.

2.2 Goal setting and target audience

WHO DO I TALK TO? DEVE LOPI NG YOU R
TARG ET AU DI E NCE.

Buyer personas help make your marketing efforts
more effective by segmenting your audience. These
fictional, generalized representations help you
understand your current and prospective customers
better and make it easier for you to tailor content
to the specific needs, behaviors and concerns of
different groups.
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Want help developing
buyer personas for
your business?

All your campaign activities should revolve around
your target personas.

Download this
easy-to-use
template now. >

At right is an example of what this may look like.
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3.0 Content creation and conversion path

WHAT TYPE OF CONTENT ARE USERS
LOOKING FOR? UNDERSTANDING THE
BUYER’S JOURNEY.
After developing your buyer personas, your next step
is to attract these potential customers with an offer.
Whether it is a whitepaper or ebook, choosing the
proper content format depends on the stage of the
buyer’s journey. The three stages are:
Awareness stage
The user is expressing some symptoms of a problem,
but is not quite sure exactly what the problem is.
Consideration stage
The user has researched the symptoms of their
problem and now can put a name to the problem.
In this stage, they are looking for solutions to their
problem.
Decision stage
Awareness
“I have a sore throat,
fever and I’m achey all
over. What’s wrong
with me?”
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Consideration

>

“Aha! I may have strep
throat. What are my
options for relieving or
curing my symptoms?”

Decision

>

“I can see a doctor at
the ER or a nurse at a
clinc. The ER costs $
but is the fastest and
I have insurance.”

Once the user has identified which solution they
would like to pursue, this is when they will look for
specific vendors and products.
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3.1 Content creation and conversion path

User behavior
Pro tip
Don’t use just the content format to reach
people in specific
stages of the buyer’s
journey. For example, a
checklist or case study
can be used for people
in the awareness and
consideration stages. It
is the information that
is being provided that
could make that format
relevant to someone in
another stage.

HOW TO MAP CONTE NT OFFE R S TO TH E
B UYE R’S JOU R N EY.

There are three key content fundamentals that
make up the content mapping methodology. The
diagram below helps explain how to determine
which type of content is most appropriate for your
target audience based on which stage they are in
the buyer’s journey.
Content mapping methodology

This section speaks to the different behaviors and research done at each stage of
the buyer’s journey. The user is researching symptoms and seeking context to put
these symptoms in and has not yet named their problem.
Content type
There are specific types of formats that tend to be more relevant to each stage of
the buyer’s journey. This includes:

Awareness stage

Consideration stage

Decision stage

·· Whitepaper

·· Webinars

·· Free trials

·· Guides and tip
sheets

·· Case studies

·· Demos

·· eBooks

Content type /
Format

>

·· Free samples

·· Checklists

·· Product spec
sheets

·· Videos

·· Catalogs

>

·· Free consultations
·· Estimates or quotes
·· Coupons

·· Kits (combo of the
above)
Buying
cycle stage
User behavior /
Research needs
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Keywords and
relevant terms
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3.1 Content creation and conversion path

78% of consumers
believe that organizations providing
custom content are
interested in building
good relationships
with them.
(McMurry/TMG)
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Keywords and relevant terms
Leverage relevant terms for each stage of the
buyer’s journey based on the user’s behavior. During
their research process, there are specific terms
that users tend to input into search engines when
finding an answer to their problem.
Adjacent are some examples of terms, but note the
types of keywords for each stage.

Awareness stage
Issue/opportunity

Consideration stage
Solution

Decision stage
Comparison/review

·· Troubleshoot

·· Solution

·· Compare

·· Issue

·· Provider

·· Versus

·· Resolve
·· Risks

>

·· Service
·· Supplier

>

·· vs.
·· Comparison

·· Upgrade

·· Tool

·· Pros and Cons

·· Improve

·· Device

·· Benchmarks

·· Optimize

·· Software

·· Review

·· Prevent

·· Appliance

·· Test
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3.2 Content creation and conversion path

Pro tip

HOW DO YOU CR EATE A SUCCESSFU L
LAN DI NG PAG E?

If your offer is an
eguide, create a 3D
image of the cover.

Your content is ready to go. The next step is to
create a landing page that will be the gateway to
your content.

Below is an example:

1. Navigation
Remove website navigation from your landing
page to help visitors focus on your offer.

1
2
3
4

6
5

2. Headline
Users see a clear and concise headline first.
3. Subhead
Provide the value proposition explaining the
benefits of your download.
4. Value
This additional text explains in a little more detail
what is in the download.
5. Image
Include an image of your presentation, eGuide,
tip sheet, etc.
6. Lead-capture form
Visitors who are interested in your offer will provide information in exchange for the download.
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4.0 Promotion

Some options to
promote an offer are:
·· Email
·· Blog posts

HOW DO YOU DR IVE TRAFFIC TO
YOU R OFFE R?

Here are the top five ways to drive traffic to
your offer.

·· Social media

Email

·· PPC ads

The next step is to drive traffic to your landing page.
Promotion is a critical part of your campaign and
strategies to gain traffic should be thought of in the
planning stage.

·· Website feature

If you already have a list of contacts that may be
interested in your offer, email is a powerful tool to
leverage as part of your promotion strategy. The
benefits of emailing your current leads include
building your company’s brand authority and learning more about the lead based on their action (or
inaction) to the email.

In 2014, email marketing was cited as the
most effective digital marketing channel for
customer retention in the United States.
20

(eMarketer)
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4.0 Promotion

Companies who
publish 16+ blog
posts per month get
almost 3.5x more
website traffic than
companies who
publish 0-4 blog
posts and about 4.5x
more leads.
(Hubspot)

Blog posts
Blog posts are an effective way to get people
interested in your offer and attract new leads. If
you are just starting out, blog about 1-2x per week.
Compose several offer-related posts directed to
each of your personas. Link your blog posts to the
landing page of your offer through a call-to-action
(CTAs). CTAs consist of an image or line of text that
prompt website visitors, leads and customers to
take action such as download an eguide, sign up for
a webinar, or attend an event. For blog posts, CTAs
are often located at the end of your post.

77% of B2C companies and 43% of B2B
companies acquired
a customer through
Facebook.
(Hubspot, 2012 State of
Inbound Marketing)

When an ad is delivered in real-time to
an individual, they are
2x as likely to interact
with it.
(Think with Google)

37% of consumers
are more likely
to purchase on a
mobile-optimized site.
(ExactTarget, 2014 Mobile
Behavior Report)
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Social media
Social media plays an essential role in your inbound
marketing campaign. In addition to your existing
social strategy, you should include channel-specific
messaging to reach your audience on each social
channel. Also consider repurposing well-performing
content into different formats, such as an infographic for Pinterest or a video for Facebook.
PPC ads
When people hear of pay-per-click (PPC), they most
likely think of Google Adwords, but there are other
platforms that also offer PPC. In addition to organic
posts on social media, consider adding paid social
media into the mix. From Facebook carousel ads
to promoted Tweets, paid options help you better
promote your offer to a targeted audience.
Website
Get the most out of your mobile-optimized site by
having your latest offers easily accessible, whether
it is a homepage slider or a dedicated “Resources”
section. This is prime real estate to attract visitors
who are already on your site, but may not have
connected with you yet.
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One of the perks of online marketing is that it is easy
to measure and there are numerous free and paid tools
available to help you do so. It’s important to measure all
aspects of your inbound marketing campaign, from top
to bottom of the marketing funnel.

5.0 Tracking and optimizing

Pro tip
Test varying elements
of your campaign
including copy, images,
forms and placement to get higher
open rates, clicks and
conversions.

HOW SHOU LD YOU TRACK AN D OPTI M IZ E
YOU R CAM PAIG NS?

Measuring progress and effectiveness of your
campaign is a continual process, not something
that happens at the conclusion of your campaign.
Regularly analyzing your marketing provides you
intelligence to guide decisions on what steps you
need to take next, such as shifting focus to a
particular topic or channel.
—— Growth of contacts, leads, marketing qualified
leads (MQLs) and customers broken down by
persona.
—— Breakdown of visits, leads and customers by
source.
—— Performance of promotion efforts.
·· Email: Opens, click-through rates and leads
·· Blog: Visits, click-through rates and leads
·· Social media (organic and paid): Likes,
comments, shares, click-through rates and leads
—— Performance of campaign elements such as
landing pages and email.
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6.0 Conclusion

KEY TAKEAWAYS

B UYE R’S JOU R N EY

—— Inbound marketing is a holistic,
data-driven marketing strategy
that attracts the attention
of prospects, getting them
into the funnel to become
customers.

Attract
Search engine optimization (SEO)

Close

Google adwords (PPC)

Warm lead emails

Social media

Retargeting

—— Use the SMART goal template
to develop and track goals.
—— Develop content geared
towards your customer
personas using the content
mapping strategy targeting
each stage of the buyer’s
journey.
—— Optimize lead capture landing
pages.
Convert

Delight

Need more help
getting started?

Lead capture

Surveys

Content offerings

Smart content

Book a free assessment with an inbound
marketing specialist.

Webinars

Social monitoring

Book now >
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Downloadables

—— A/B test everything, especially
landing pages and promotion
efforts.
—— Inbound campaigns are not
stagnant. Continue to track,
tweak and refine campaigns.
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AB OUT GA CR EATIVE

Attract and convert prospects
GA Creative is a full-service branding and advertising agency made up of seasoned professionals
devoted to our clients’ success. We help local,
regional and global organizations evolve their
marketing to tell their brand story in fresh ways
that break through and inspire action with their
audiences.
Get in touch
425 454 0101 x110
lucy@gacreative.com
GAcreative.com

